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A note on the epipolar constraint

Structure-from-Motion is a well researched field and there have been some guided
matching frameworks based on epipolar geometry alone. This is an elegant and
general solution to the problem, however, we believe it is insufficient to use
only the epipolar constraint. While this was touched on in the introduction and
related works, we take this opportunity to present a more nuanced answer.
1.1

Epipolar geometry is insufficient

Epipolar geometry defines a point-to-line constraint. Thus even with groundtruth epipolar geometry, it is hard to remove all outliers as some will inevitably
lie along the epipolar line as shown in main paper Fig 4b ii). This problem
becomes more acute because of practical uncertainties in the epipolar geometry
due to estimation errors in camera pose estimation and radial distortion. While
it can be argued that such epipolar consistent outliers do not affect two view
pose computation (though in practice we find they do), they can potentially
affect the multi-view geometry estimate. Our guided matching framework does
not have this problem.
1.2

Epipolar geomtry is hard to estimate

Estimation of epipolar geometry requires correspondence. Uncertainties in correspondence impact epipolar geometry estimates. Thus, while RANSAC can
theoretically provide for joint epipolar and correspondence estimates, such a formulations have practical limits. This is especially so as pose estimation is ill
conditioned. This ill conditioning affects RANSAC in two ways
– Ill-conditioning of pose recovery means (even with no explicit degeneracy),
many different pose estimates give similar re-projection errors. This means
many potentially wrong solutions have a similar error cost (# of matches,
re-projection error, etc...) as the true solution. Thus the RANSAC pose
estimated from the minimal set must be especially accurate to disambiguate
the solutions.
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– Ill-conditioning means the minimal set estimate is especially unstable and
sensitive to noise. Thus RANSAC estimation will benefit significantly by
using a larger than minmial set. However, as discussed in the introduction,
this exponentially increases the likelihood of incurring an outlier.
The result is a practical limit to the number of outliers that RASAC pose estimators can handle (as shown in Fig 8a) of the main paper, where we applied
USAC to the set of all nearest neigbor matches. Note that USAC was given the
ordering information from the matching scores and thus has knowledge of which
matches are better. In contrast,we find RANSAC homography estimators are
much more stable. However, they lack generality.
1.3

Experiments

For experiments on epipolar guided matching, we use GeoAware [1] as reference. GeoAware is a recent formulation dedicated for repetitive structure handling in which an epipolar geometry estimate is used to guide further matching.
GeoAware computes pose from the largest scales and uses a strict starting condition for accepting an epipolar geometry. This is necessary because of the instability of the the epipolar geometry estimator. While GeoAware is faster than
our technique, such conservative epipolar geometry thresholding leads to unpredictable performance on image pairs. In particular, while GeoAware handles
occlusion well, it is sensitive to scale change, which often results in no matches
as shown in Fig. 1. We feel that this does not reflect badly on on GeoAware but
is a result of the difficult trade-offs incurred by using only epipolar geometry.
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Fig. 1. Some rather easy scenes. Observe that GeoAware [1] epipolar guided matching
handles occlusion well but is sensitive to scale change.
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This is further illustrated in Fig. 2, where GeoAware is incorporated into
Visual SfM. Note the number of breakages actually increases.
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Experimental discussions

This section goes into the reasoning behind the on experimental setups.

2.1

Overlap

Image pairwise overlap is calculated through the percentage of vertices visible in
both images. The main paper only considers image pairs with 30% overlap. While
this measure may seem to reject many wide-baseline scenes from consideration,
the truth is otherwise. Readers should observe that overlap does not penalize
view-point change and there are many wide-baselines pairs with over 150◦ outof-plane rotation which have overlaps of over 50%.

2.2

Rotational baselines

We admit that using rotation as a proxy for baseline is not ideal. While we
tried a number of other measures such as overlap (see the section above) and
translation; Rotation seems the most universal and easily understood measure.
It has two drawbacks:
– Some wide-baseline scenes with low rotation may be mistakenly classified as
narrow baseline.
– Some image pairs with strong cyclo-rotation but low parallax may be misclassified as wide-baseline. This does not really affect the Strecha sequence
as cyclo-rotation is nearly non-existent.
In general, these drawbacks do not affect comparisons and conclusion as all algorithms are evaluated with the same measure. However, when comparing widebaseline algorithms against narrow baseline techniques on “narrow baselines”;
the first item may unfairly advantage the wide-baseline techniques. To avoid
this, we manually filtered away unfairly wide baselines for this comparison.

2.3

Visual SfM Settings

The paper uses Visual SfM (V0.5.26) at its default settings on all image pairs at
their original resolution. We find that changing these settings usually leads to
more breakages. There are preemptive matching options to increase the speed
but they also reduce quality. Similarly, we find that reducing the images size
increases speed but reduces reconstruction quality.
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(a) Visual SfM

(b) Geometry-aware Matching

(a) Visual SfM

(b) Geometry-aware Matching

Phantom
reconstruction

(c) Visual SfM with BF matches

(d) Visual SfM with RepMatch

(c) Visual SfM with BF matches

(d) Visual SfM with RepMatch

Input

(i) Indoor scene

(d) RepMatch based reconstruction

(a) Visual SfM

(b) Geometry-aware Matching

(e) RepMatch based normal map

(iii) Building scene

(c) Visual SfM with BF matches

(d) Visual SfM with RepMatch

(ii) City street scene

Fig. 2. Replication of main paper’s Fig.11. with GeoAware [1] added. Note that
GeoAware seems to actually increase the number of breakages, possibly because of
its sensitivity to scale change.
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Fun with reconstruction

This section details our attempts to use RepMatch for fun reconstructions of
everyday scenes and also provides some failure cases.
A problem for Structure-from-Motion is the glass facades common in postmodern architecture. As the appearance changes with viewing direction, in theory such glass facades cannot be handled by the traditional Structure-fromMotion framework. Surprisingly, we find that existing dense matching algorithms
work very well on glass, with the primary weakness being the sparse feature
matching (of RepMatch and other alternatives) which is of significantly lower
quality. Despite this, the results are seldom total failure. Usually a fairly decent
model can usually be recovered however such sequences are especially prone to
breakages. An example is shown in Fig. 3.
We also provide a number of other reconstructions of various different scenes
to demonstrate that RepMatch makes no implicit assumptions on scene type.
These are shown in Fig. 4

Fig. 3. Modern glass facades violate Structure-from-Motion’s lambertian assumption.
Despite this, the reconstruction is surprisingly good with a nearly closed sequence. The
exception is a small section on the top right.
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Fig. 4. 3-D reconstruction of different scenes using matches from RepMatch. Observe
that our technique makes no prior scene assumption, making it effective in a wide range
of possible scenarios.
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